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Who we are Our services Our services

Companies 

Companies and professionals operate in a highly regulated environment, which is complex  
and demanding. This makes the tax management of their activity more difficult.

Also, the exhaustive control of the authorities causes a high degree of conflicts and excessive  
legal dispute in the taxation field.

Our advice is oriented to optimize and control your tax obligations and specifically focused  
on the prevention and reduction of your tax risk.

Likewise, we defend your interests in any type of conflict with the different tax authorities.

SERvICES OFFEREd

3Tax compliance advice, including the preparation and presentation of periodic tax forms.

3�Analysis of the tax consequences of business, labor and civil agreements, as well as of any operation 
and especially related to real estate.

3�Advice in business restructurings, set-up and acquisitions of companies, business crisis and separations 
of stockholders.

3�Preparation of notes and opinions on tax implications of the business operations, especially  
in Corporate Income Tax and vAT.

3�Advice in the opening of subsidiaries, branches and representative offices in Spain and tax management 
of this activity.

3�Represent our clients in front of the customs authorities in procedures and audits (Import vAT,  
customs duty).

3�Assistance and representation in any procedure with tax authorities (audits, collections, sanctions, 
registers, authorizations).

3drafting of objections and appeals to the tax authorities and court of law.

3Technical assistance in criminal procedures for tax fraud and tax evasion.

3�Accounting compliance advice, accounting services and preparation and presentation of the annual 
accounts.

individuals

The high taxation on individuals, affect considerably their available income. This makes it necessary to put 
more attention on wealth management. 

Also, in the different stages of life, diverse situations with tax implications will arise that also affect 
directly the wealth of individuals.

Our advice is oriented to plan and optimize the tax management of your wealth. We do a follow-up of the 
changes in your particular situation and of the applicable rules.

Likewise, we give advice in any personal situation with tax transcendence and we will defend your 
interests in any type of conflict with the different tax authorities.

SERvICES OFFEREd

3Advice in the planning and fiscal optimization of your wealth.

3�Analysis and calculation of the personal income tax and of the non-residents income tax, including  
the preparation and presentation of tax forms.

3�Review, design and implementation of the most appropriate structure for your family business, taking  
into account both business and private aspects.

3Advice in the estate planning and inheritances.

3�Analysis and review of the tax consequences of any type of operation or agreement, especially related  
to real estate.

3Advice on the tax optimization of agreements for separation and divorce.

3�Analysis of the tax implications of the change of residence, income obtained abroad and property  
real estate held by foreigners.

3Advice on taxation of foundations, associations, civil societies and joint properties.

3�Analysis of the tax effects of any type of compensation received, especially labor related  
and for expropriations.

3�Assistance and representation in any procedure with tax authorities, as well as drafting  
of objections and appeals.

We are a law firm with extensive experience and are specialized in advice  
and legal defense related to taxes.

We offer a high quality and professional service that is customized  
to each individual needs.

We provide adviCe and defense to companies, professionals  
and individuals.

We analyze different alternatives that are allowed by the law and propose  
the best possible solutions in order to optimize the tax obligations of our clients  
as to defend their interests.

We enCourage ourselves to improve and innovate constantly.  
We are decisive and efficient with a special dedication in everything we do.  
We value highly the technical rigor, the security and the prudence when providing  
our services.

We have an extensive network of collaborators that allow us to offer  
an integral service of legal advice.

“We optimize...
 the tax management of your company”

“We optimize...
 the tax management of your wealth”
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